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Short resume of research achievements
Jacob Biamonte is a physicist and computer scientist having sustained several fundamental contri-
butions to quantum computer science and the development of modern quantum theory. He is best
known for introducing central concepts and laying the foundation of the theory of quantummachine
learning (aka variational quantumalgorithms). Biamonte developed themathematical theory of vari-
ational quantumcomputation [1] and proved the computational universality of the variationalmodel
[2]. He also proved the universality of simplistic Hamiltonian models of ground state computation
which subsequently established the experimental target for the field of adiabatic quantum computa-
tion for the last fifteen years [3].

Over the last two decades, Biamonte has made or participated in some of the most important ad-
vances in the field broadly defined as quantum information processing. Biamonte co-authored the
seminal complexity analysis [4] of the resources required for quantum computers to solve electronic
structure problems and the subsequent experimental demonstration(s) of this algorithm. Biamonte
made substantial contributions creating several sub-fields studying aspects of the theory of quan-
tum transport on graphs [5]–[8]. Biamonte helped introduce the central concept of a chiral quantum
walk [6] and its subsequent experimental demonstration [9]. He further merged ideas from complex
network theory to create several new analytical solutions to quantumdynamics problems [7], [8] and
with JohnBaez, developedamathematical framework to compare stochastic andquantumprocesses
[10]. His paper with De Domenico fostered the sub-field currently exploring information theoretic
measures applied to complex network theory [5] which has lead to several dedicated workshops and
special issues appearing in leading journals.

Several of Biamonte’s papers can readily be identified as having radically shaped the direction of the
field of quantum computing; three of these papers appear in Web of Science’s top 1% highly cited
papers index. One of these also appears in the 0.1% ranking—approaching 2,000 citations, this paper
[11] is among the most cited papers in the field of physics since being published in 2017. Biamonte
has thirteen papers with over one hundred citations and six papers with over two hundred citations.

Biamonte is aworld-recognizedambassador of quantum information scienceandquantumtechnolo-
gies. He has delivered over 100 invited lectures on various aspects of quantum information process-
ing. These include plenary-level talks at conferences, named lectures, tutorials and technical lecture
series at universities and research institutes around theworld. In 2017 he began to establish a vibrant
and inclusive quantum technologies program in Russia, creating an institutional laboratory structure
in 2019. Hewasappointed to theworkinggroupwhichwrote thenational quantumroadmapand sub-
sequently took the roleas thenational leaderof the theory trackofRussia’squantumroadmap. Hehas
supervised 14 graduate students and acted as a mentor to over 10 post-doctoral researchers, many
of whom has sustained their own substantial contributions to the field. His past work on adiabatic
quantum computation and on quantum simulation algorithms for electronic structure broadly estab-
lished the foundations uponwhich giant technological companies (including Google and IBM) race to
build quantum computers. Recently Biamonte’s research has reported the discovery of reachability
deficits [12], abrupt training transitions [13], training saturations [14] and parameter concentrations
[15], discoveries which have transformed the study of variational quantum algorithms.

From the early stage in his career as one of the worlds first professional quantum computer scientists
atD-WaveSystems Inc., thedepth andbreadthof Biamonte’s contributions havehadenduring impact
on the field of quantum computation and quantum physics. There is no question that he has played
a pivotal role in transforming the field of quantum information science into the broad international
activity that it has become today.
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Seven ways Biamonte’s research transformed the
field
(1) Quantummachine learning & variational quantum algorithms
Modern quantum processors enable the execution of short quantum circuits, typically comprising a
fixed circuit structurewith tunable gates. This prompted Biamonte and others to envision such quan-
tum circuits as a new type of machine learning model, a model based on quantum mechanics [11],
[16]–[18]. Training quantumcircuits sharesmany parallelswith training classical neural networks, yet
differs dramatically in other aspects.

The quantum to classical outer-loop optimisation to train variational algorithms has proven difficult
to analyze using current techniques. Indeed, most works have focused on proof-of-principle appli-
cations development [19]. Biamonte introduced the concept of operator cardinality [1], [2]. This ex-
posed exponential overheads in many of the existing applications proposed for variational quantum
algorithms. Biamonte’s theory recovered that general quantum circuits can indeed be emulated by
the variational model [1], [2], making it computationally universal. This is in contrast to the work on
universality Biamonte coauthored, which established that certain short quantum circuits, as used in
variational quantum computation, can also be used to emulate any other quantum circuit [20].

Prior to Biamonte’s research, the literature was abundantly positive regarding quantum approximate
optimisation. This optimism turned out to be biased on a statistically non-representative class of
problem instances.

Indeed, Biamonte, Vishwanathan and others discovered that increasing the constraint to variable ra-
tio of random 𝑘 satisfiability instances can induce under-parameterization and cause quantum ap-
proximate optimisation to fail [12]. Biamonte and his teamnamed this, reachability deficits: an effect
which has now been studied in dozens of subsequent works. After an initial discovery, they explored
the presence of the effect in experimental data from Google [21], concluding that Google’s data [22]
lies on the cusp of a fall-off region in performance and hence that increasing density necessitates cir-
cuit depths which are beyond current experimental capacities.

Subsequent discoveries further shook the field of variational quantum algorithms. His team discov-
ered abrupt training transitions by providing penalty functions that can not be learned below a cer-
tain number of circuit layers (or depth), yet can be learned perfectly by appending a single layer [13].
Whereas present in certain numerical data, this effect was qualitatively described in a few papers yet
totally overlooked in the vastmajority of the literature. Biamonte’s team produced the first analytical
quantification predicting the effect.

Biamonte, Vishwanathan, Campos and Rabinovich went on to establish that parameters concentrate
in quantum approximate optimisation [14]. That is, training on a problem instance for 𝑘 qubits, pro-
duces a good approximate for training on a problem instance on 𝑘 + 𝑚 qubits, where𝑚 is𝒪 (poly 𝑘).
They developed amathematical framework andproduced analytical results predicting the effect [14].

Extrapolatingon the layerwise trainingconjecture—e.g. trainingacircuitone layerata time—Biamonte
with Campos, Rabinovich and Vishwanathan discovered that single layer training stops at critical val-
ues yet is recovered under certain types of noise [15]. This discovery has attracted community interest
into the potential of noise assisted training. Finally, Biamonte and Uvarov proved several mathemat-
ical results related to the presence of barren plateaus in quantum circuit training [23].

Biamonte’s sequence of discoveries established new foundations to transform field of modern quan-
tum algorithms into the vast international effort it has become today. For his work in quantum ma-
chine learning, Biamonte received the 2018UsernMedal in Formal Sciences, “given to scientists under
40 for substantial contributions to their discipline.”
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(2) Proving universality of quantummodels of computation
Biamonte has established himself as a world-leading expert in proving computational universality
results of models of quantum computation and in the development of the associated mathemati-
cal structures required in these proofs. His work has been primarily on the use of ground states as
a quantum computational resource, which has application to both adiabatic quantum computation
and also variational quantum algorithms. These are among the most technically demanding results
in the field.

Modern quantum algorithms are based on the experimental availability of fixed and tunable quan-
tum circuit structures [24]. Establishing a theory of training quantum circuits and determining the ul-
timate capacity of modern quantum algorithms theory required Biamonte to establish a new model
of quantum computation [1], [2]. Biamonte proved that the variationalmodel was universal for quan-
tum computation, which instantly became a central result in the field [Letter, Editors’ Selection, PRA
103:3 L030401, (2021)]. The editor wrote, “The author proves that the contemporary variational ap-
proach to quantum-enhanced algorithms enables a universal model of quantum computation. This re-
sult brings the resources required for universal quantum computation closer to contemporary quantum
processors.”

Regarding the repetitive circuit structures appearing in variational quantum algorithms, Biamonte
and others also established that certain short quantum circuits, as used in variational quantum com-
putation, can also be used to emulate any other quantum circuit. Hence, they proved that quantum
approximate optimisation was universal in [20].

In the other direction, Biamonte derived the combinatorial quantum circuit area law bounds on the
maximumpossible entanglement across any bipartition of qubits acted on by a quantumcircuit com-
prised of local unitaries and controlled NOT gates [2], [25]. This remains one of the only strict classifi-
cation results on what is not possible with variational quantum circuits [25].

Onemight say that Biamonte’s story of research beganwith a phone call to D-Wave Systems Inc. while
finishing his honors thesis on quantum algorithms. Biamonte asked the founder of D-Wave Systems
Inc., Dr Geordie Rose, to “please provide me with your companies most difficult theoretical problem(s)
to understand what’s important to work on.’’ Rose ended up offering Biamonte a job as one of the
worlds first professional quantum computer scientists. Making good on his word, Biamonte did solve
a standing open problem in the field of Hamiltonian complexity before graduate school at the Uni-
versity of Oxford. At D-Wave Systems Inc., Biamonte proved that the ground state energy problem of
the so called,𝐻𝑧𝑥 model isQMA-hard and hence enables universal adiabatic quantum computation.
Geordie and D-Wave patented parts of the work [International Patent WO/2008/122128, US Patent
60/910:445 (2007)]. This patent has been cited 37 times by other quantum technology patents.

Later, writing with Peter Love (now of Tufts University) Biamonte’s work was published [3] and has
been cited 178 times. The result builds on some of the most creative findings the field has seen, es-
tablished by giants such as Alexei Kitaev [26] and Dorit Aharonov [27] and others [28], [29]. Whereas
it took another decade for Biamonte’s most unique contributions, standing on the shoulders of these
giants allowed Biamonte to influence both experimental and theoretical developments surrounding
ground state quantum computation for over fifteen years. Two government funding programs in the
United States from IARPA and also NRL have supported the experimental development of the univer-
sal ground state models in [3], leading to the experimental realization of some exotic couplers that
would be required in a future realisation.
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(3) Quantum information and complex networks
Despite apparent simplicity, certain connectivity patterns of a graph—aka network—can often reflect
physically relevant properties, providing a unifying thread relating a host of phenomena: from the
degree distribution of the internet [30], social dynamics to systems governed bymass-action kinetics
[31], network structure predicts a wide class of salient observed behavior [32]. The field of complex
network theory developed graph theoreticmodels applicable to so called, complex systems [30], [32].
Whereas complex network theory describes an abundance of systems exceedingly well, these same
tools often seem to fail for the majority of scenarios related to quantum information [33]. So is born
the challenge of understanding why network theory fails and to find a new theory of quantum net-
works to replace and augment traditional complex network theory [5]–[8], [33]–[35].

Biamontemade substantial contributions to the use of complex networks and algebraic graph theory
in quantum information science [33]. The new field is sometimes called, quantum complex networks
yet this term is sometimes used differently to exclusively mean quantum communication networks.
Biamonte’s researchhelped ignite the subject, fostering several sub-fields studying aspects of the the-
oryof quantumtransport ongraphs [5]–[8] and related topicswhich comparequantumandstochastic
processes [31].

Biamonte and others introduced the central concept of a chiral quantumwalk [6] and its subsequent
experimental demonstration [9] and finally introduced the mathematical classification [36]. Such
walks—and the associated theory—control the breaking of time-reversal symmetry as a resource to
direct quantum transport. The ideas of Biamonte were directly extended through the work of many
leading scientists. Parts of this research was surveyed in [33].

Biamonte and others (including Faccin and Bergholm)merged ideas from complex network theory to
create several new analytical solutions to quantum dynamics problems [7], [8]. Particularly, [7] fos-
tered the low energy theory of walks on graphs and contrasted the scale-free behavior of quantum
versus stochastic walks on graphs. In [8] they introduced the quantum analogy of community detec-
tion. These results appeared in a series of papers in Physical Review X [5], [7], [8]. For this and related
work, Biamonte was invited to become a lifelong member of the Foundational Questions Institute, a
nomination requested by peers of similar interest.

Biamonte and Baez proposed a mathematical framework to compare stochastic and quantum pro-
cesses [10]. This work was devoted to the utilisation of mathematical techniques appearing in quan-
tum theory, to be applicable to topics in mathematical biology and in chemical reaction networks
in general. Biamonte’s paper with De Domenico fostered the sub-field currently exploring informa-
tion theoretic measures applied to complex network theory [5] which has lead to several dedicated
workshops and special issues appearing in leading journals. More generally, is positioned centrally in
the topic intersecting quantum information and complex networks. This subject has fostered several
large-scale funding programs, workshops and special issues dedicated to catalyzing this emerging
field.

(4) Quantum tensor networks
Biamonte contributed significantly to the theory of quantum tensor networks, adding to a theory
which emerged primarily from several European schools in the last decade and a half [37]–[39]. Ten-
sor networks date backmuch further, to the works of Penrose [40] and in retrospect, even arose as in
special cases by Cayley [41]. Tensor networks have a deep modern history in mathematical physics
[40], in category theory [42], in computer science, algebraic logic and related disciplines [43]. Tensor
network structures arose inmodern quantum theory as ameans to approximate quantum states (see
the review [37]).

Biamonte’s early work in this direction with Bergholm proposed a model of quantum circuits which
connected with the tensor networks used in categorical quantummechanics [10]. Subsequent work
with Clark and Jaksch lead Biamonte to propose a theory of string bond states using related ideas,
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interesting the tools of tensor networks appearing in categorical quantummechanics with the tensor
networksappearing in condensedmatterphysics [44]. This theoryextendedearlyworkbyPenrose, by
AbramskyandCoecke [39] andalsoLafont’s algebraic theoryof logic gates [45] aswell asotheraspects
of graphical tensor systemsapplied toquantumtheory [38], [46], [47]. Biamonte’s framework lead toa
series of new results and conclusions: Particularly, working with coauthors, Biamonte adapted these
tools and discovered efficient tensor network descriptions of finite Abelian lattice gauge theories [48]
and thereby discovered a wide class of efficiently contractable tensor networks [49]. For his work
[10], [44], Biamonte was awarded an EPSRC Doctoral Thesis Prize, which was administered by the
Chancellor of the University of Oxford’s Mathematical and Physical Sciences Division in 2010.

Using an approach to quantum circuits based onmerging tensor networks with categorical quantum
mechanics [10], [44], Biamonteandotherswenton toconsider agraphical approach toopenquantum
systems [50] with offered an alternative to Selinger’s graphical theory of completely positive maps
[51]. Biamonte further proved that the ZX tensor rewrite system (ZX calculus [38], [46]) admits a poly-
time terminating rewrite sequence establishing the Gottesman–Knill theorem [1], [47].

Biamonte, Turner and Morton subsequently proved that #P-hard counting problems (and hence 2, 3-
SAT decision problems) can be solved efficiently when their tensor network expression has at most
𝒪(ln 𝑐) COPY-tensors and polynomial bounded fan-out [49]. Furthermore, working with Bergholm
and Lanzagorta, Biamonte proposed a diagrammatic theory of algebraic invariants applied to entan-
glement classification [52]. Biamonte presented this work as a Shapiro Lecture, in the Department of
Mathematics at Pennsylvania State University.

More recently, Biamonte extended techniques appearing in projected entangled pair states (PEPS) to
bound the bipartite entanglement possible in certain low-depth circuits generated by specific quan-
tumprocessor topologies (where the topology isdefinedby the two-qubit interactions) [2], [25]. Work-
ing with Kardashin and Uvarov, Biamonte also developed a quantum machine learning approach to
contract tensors on a quantum computer [16].

Biamonte’s works—and his short courses and lecture notes on tensor networks—have helped create
the vibrant multidisciplinary field that tensor networks has become today. This field has grown to
unite condensed matter with quantum computation as well as several other computer science ap-
proaches [10], [37]–[39], [43], [44]. The future of the field should see a continued merger with both
classical and quantummachine learning.

(5) Quantum algorithms simulating physics
Richard Feynman proposed that unlike classical computers, which would presumably experience an
exponential slowdown when simulating quantum phenomena, a quantum simulator would not [53].
Such early ideas were extended by Seth Lloyd [54] and for decades. Today, a global research effort is
now focused entirely on quantum algorithms. This is largely in response to technology giants such
as Google and IBM who are making their processors available online as well as giant national fund-
ing initiatives [55]. Biamonte’s early work has stood the test of time in the vast quantum simulation
literature. His recent work is again shaping the direction of the increasingly broad subject.

While at Harvard University, collaborating with Whitfield (now at Dartmouth College) and Guzik (now
at University of Toronto), Biamonte helped develop the seminal complexity analysis results of quan-
tum algorithms computing electronic structure [4]. Now among the most cited papers in the field,
this paper [4] received the Longuet-Higgins Paper Prize (awarded jointly to Whitfield, Biamonte and
Guzik).

As physical systems tend to minimise their free energies and as many physical systems remain close
to, or in, their lowest energy state, much of the focus on quantum simulation has been on computing
ground state energies [56]. This offers a proverbial golden thread which unites many of Biamonte’s
works. In adiabatic quantum computation one views ground states as a resource to perform compu-
tation. Whereas in quantum simulation one using a quantum computer to determine ground states.
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Finally, variational quantum algorithms utilise methods from ground state quantum computation to
create penalty functions [19].

Exploiting the above connections, Biamonte further proposed a type of quantum simulator based
partially on adiabatic evolution [56]. More recently, Biamonte and others proposed a means to find
ground states of soliton models using variational algorithms [19]. Working with Uvarov, Biamonte
proposed themerger of quantum simulation with quantummachine learning, resulting in a classifier
detecting phases of matter [17]. The totality and breadth of Biamonte’s work in quantum algorithms
for simulation—as reflected by the citation record—underpins the research effort of the vibrant quan-
tum computing applications community that has emerged today.

(6) Adiabatic and ground state-based quantum computing
Biamonte was one of the early pioneers of the adiabatic approach to quantum computation, particu-
larly his ideas of universal adiabatic quantum computation have remained relevant since their incep-
tion. Biamonte’s further contributions include proving that a flux and capacitive coupling (tunable
𝑍𝑍 and 𝑋𝑋) can provide a universal resource for ground state quantum computation [3]. Biamonte
also developed ground state spin-logic to programHamiltonian ground states [57], [58] and proposed
methods to emulate physical systems using Hamiltonian ground states [56].

Adiabatic quantumcomputers—andother formsof ground state quantumcomputation (see thework
of Farhi et al. [59] and Kirkpatrick et al. [60])—utilise the low-energy configuration of a Hamiltonian
system, building on the principle that physical systems will minimise their free energy [27], [59], [61],
[62]. The task is to develop methods to bootstrap this naturally occurring phenomena. The main
questions are then: (i) how can one program Hamiltonian ground states?; (ii) how might one best
utilise a physical processes tominimise a systems Hamiltonian for computation? Some examples are
given to us: in electronic structure calculations, the lowest energy configuration of the 2nd quantised
electronic Hamiltonian is of central interest. It has an expansion wherein the locality of Hamiltonian
terms (the highest product terms) are bounded as some logrithmic function in the number of orbitals,
using the Bravyi-Kitaev transform [63].

Consider a tunable Isingmodel which assigns real values to binary edge assignments of a graph, writ-
ten as

𝐻 = ∑
𝑙,𝑚

𝐽𝑙𝑚𝜎𝑙𝜎𝑚, (1)

where 𝐽𝑙𝑚 corresponds to a real valued edge weight connecting a graph’s 𝑙, 𝑚 vertex and 𝜎 is edge-
dependent variable taking values ±1 and 𝜎𝑙𝜎𝑚 is the product of two edge assignments. A most el-
ementary question—faced early on with D-Wave’s annealer and elsewhere—is howmight one define
the couplings 𝐽𝑙𝑚 so that the lowest energy state of equation (1) is spanned by solutions to a problem
of interest? This is often called, embedding.

Some problems have evident embedding(s), others aremore complicated. Biamonte’s approachwas
to develop deductive, algebraic methods to create frameworks to solve embedding problems (and
prove no go theorems about possible embeddings [57], [58]). In doing so, Biamonte revived a theory
of pseudo Boolean functions and developed a framework to embed logic gate operations into the
lowest-energy sector of Ising spins [57], [58]. Biamonte used these and other methods to prove that
three (and higher) body interaction Ising terms can be mimicked through the minimisation of 2- and
1-body Ising terms on slack spins [57], [58]. WorkingwithWhitfield and Faccin [58], Biamonte studied
the representations of the symmetry groups of pseudo Boolean penalty functions [57].

A longstandingquestion inHamiltoniancomplexity theorywas todetermine thecomputationalpower
of the tunable Isingmodel-baseddevices—whichD-waveSystems Inc. builds. Over the courseof a few
years and through a culmination of a range of techniques, Biamonte proved that an additional𝑋𝑋 in-
teraction renders the tunable Isingmodel universal for adiabatic quantum computing [3]. This estab-
lished a milestone result in Hamiltonian complexity theory which still remains the contemporary ex-
perimental target. To program a universal adiabatic quantum computer, one faces a non-commuting
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embedding problem which requires the development of so called, Hamiltonian gadgets. Employing
methods from infinite series, Biamonte and his collaborators, Cao andKais, reduced the energy gap—
a key physical resource—establishing the best known gadgets to date [64]. Their work also implied
several complexity theoretic results e.g. that the addition of the 𝑌 𝑌 couplers again results in a uni-
versalmodel for adiabatic quantum computing. Furthermore, they established that one can simulate
quantum chemistry with adiabatic quantum computers that have limited interaction types [64], thus
enhancing Biamonte’s proposal to use adiabatic quantum computers as quantum simulators [10].

(7) Contributions to the experimental development of the field
Apart from laying the theoretical foundations formanyof the current quantumalgorithms that under-
pin suchwide interest today, Biamonte also contributed to the experimental developmentof the field:
Biamonte helped designed and support several milestone quantum information processing demon-
strations [9], [65]–[70], beginningwithnumerical simulationsof the first tunable coupler for fluxqubits
while still at D-Wave Systems Inc. [65].

Biamonte lead the theory side of the first experiment which replaced tomography using neural net-
works with quantum photonics. This was done in partnership with the Kulik group at the Center for
QuantumTechnologies, at Moscow State University. Prior to this work, therewas one theoretical pro-
posals formachine learning quantum tomography, yet this actually had no influence on the theory of
thepaper, whichused feed forwardneural networks to characterisemeasurement errors [69]. Already
being cited over 100 times, this paper became an instant staple of the literature on works focused on
applying machine learning to solve problems in quantum theory. Biamonte also lead the theory ef-
fort to demonstrate a variational algorithm simulating the Swinger model using a pair of polarization
qubits [70], again with the Kulik group.

Biamonte supported Bergholm theory work towards the early experimental implementation of opti-
mal control. Collaborating with the Wrachtrup group of Stuttgart University and Max Planck Institute
for Solid State Research, the software package was used to control quantum experiments based on
Nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond [68]. The first result was precision control of a quantummem-
orywhichwasdemonstratedby creating, storing and then retrieving an entangledBell pair. Biamonte
next proposed the demonstration of a quantum algorithm for electronic structure calculations. Mak-
ing use of a qubit-qutrit pair, theWrachtrup groupdevelopedaquantumsimulationof heliumhydride
cation using nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond [67].

Biamonte proposed an experimental demonstration based on their theory of time-symmetry break-
ing to control quantum transport [6]. He lead the collaboration with the groups of Laflamme and
Baugh of the Institute of QuantumComputing at the University of Waterloo, demonstrating the effect
using nuclear magnetic resonance with three spin qubits [9].

Building on the theoretical gate counts in the work [4], in collaboration with the White group of the
University of Queensland, Biamonte supported the first experimental demonstration of quantum al-
gorithms for electronic structure problems [66]. Biamonte andWhitfieldwere responsible for the the-
oretical appendix of the paper and for proposing the circuits that the experiments were based on.
The calculation determined the complete energy spectrum to 20 bits of precision and discussed how
the technique can be expanded to solve large-scale chemical problems that lie beyond the reach of
modern supercomputers. The work remains a classic today.

Biamonte’s work also the experimental development of neighboring fields. His theory of algebraic
embedding reductions [57], [58] is responsible for essentially bringing the field of pseudo Boolean
quadratic reductions into contact with quantum physics. Yet these same techniques found applica-
tions [71] in the new field creating p-bits using high frequency instabilities in solid state electronics
(called stochastic magnetic tunnel junctions). See the citations therein [71].
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Future work
The most difficult challenges in the field broadly defined as quantum information science now sur-
round understanding and experimentally realizing the potential of NISQ (near term, intermediate
scale, noisy quantum computation [72]). Indeed, whereas a global effort has emerged to determine
applications and to push the extent by which a quantum processor might outperform a classical one
relative to practical tasks, very little effort is focused on understanding the foundations of the com-
putational processes underpinning this emerging field. The variationalmodel has subsumed the vast
majority of quantum research today. Yet understanding the foundations of this model require signif-
icant further effort. This merits immediate attention.

Indeed, the basic proposal is to take this research program to its ultimate capacity by exploring three
strongly intertwined research avenues. The goal is evidently to dedicate the rest ofmy career to prob-
lems that are so important that their formulation and partial solution(s) would lay the theoretical
foundations for this new exciting era of quantum computer science.

Quantummachine learning & variational quantum algorithms

(1) Expressibility of variational quantum circuits.

The problem. A quantum circuit anstaz is a fixed circuit structure with tunable gates. The structure
of the circuit is typically determined by hardware constraints. As such, several families of ansatz exist
in the literature, yet their precise relationship remains unclear. Given an ansatz of fixed depth, canwe
determine the class of expressible quantum states?

Past work. Biamonte’s formulation of the quantum circuit area law—inspired from projected entan-
gled pair (PEPS) theory—can bound the maximum possible bipartite entanglement generated [2],
[25]. This is only an upper bound. However, it does provide a no-go-theorem under certain restric-
tions. Moreover, the expressibility of a circuit can also depend on how it is trained. For example, em-
ploying layerwise training results in saturations [14] inwhich a penalty function can not beminimised
past a given threshold. Finally, a reachability deficit [12], [21] is a type of under parameterisation in
which a problem instance’s density determines theminimal required circuit depth for a given approx-
imation. Yet this exact relationship, apart from toy models and numerical findings, remains open.

Implications for the field. Given a quantum state, it seems natural to ask which ansatz and at which
depth can approximate it. This would give us dramatic insight into what variational algorithms could
do in principle.

(2) Classification of parent Hamiltonians which can beminimised by a given ansatz.

Can we characterize the class of penalty functions that might be minimised by a given anstaz struc-
ture? More abstractly:

Hamiltonian Kernel Problem. Find a non-negative Hamiltonianwith a kernel spanned by a given set
of vectors.

Challenging constraints can include:

1. Algebraic 𝑘-locality interaction terms (e.g. 2-body versus 𝑘-body).

2. Spatial locality of interaction terms (e.g. 𝜎𝑚𝜎𝑚,𝑚+1 versus 𝜎𝑙𝜎𝑚).

3. Conditions on the spectral gap, frustration or integrability.

4. 𝜖 approximations.

5. The number of terms in the Hamiltonian in some basis could be bounded.
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Remark. No-go theorems inside this context (e.g. no such Hamiltonian exists with said properties)
can also be developed [57].

Past work. Such questions arise in different forms through quantum theory. For instance, the tele-
scopic construction [2] provided ameans to express the output of a quantumcircuit as aminimisation
problem. Meanwhile the theory of matrix product states connects 1D tensor chains to parent Hamil-
tonians, yet locality restrictions yield high degeneracy in the current mappings [73]. In the theory
of pseudo Boolean penalty functions, the so called parent Hamiltoninan problem has a constructive
solution [57], [58] yet the construction is with respect to sparse interaction graphs.

Implications for the field. Given a problem instance as a Hamiltonian penalty function, this would
provide us the means to determine what resources might be required to minimise the instance.

(3) Trainability of ansatz families.

Classical neural networks suffered for many years due to lack of simplistic training rules. So called
backpropagationchangedeverything. The trainabilityof feed-forwardstructures suchas the restricted
Boltzmanmachine enabled the field we know today.

The problem. Determine the relationship between trainability and quantum circuit ansatz structure,
hence or otherwise determining classes of trainable quantum neural network structures.

Past work. Biamonte and others have discovered inherent limitations in the training of the circuits
that are currently considered in quantum machine learning. This includes reporting the discovery
of reachability deficits [12], abrupt training transitions [13], training saturations [14] and parameter
concentrations [15] as well as proving several mathematical results related to the presence of barren
plateaus in quantum circuit training [23].

Implications for the field. Such results would provide training guarantees, being able to predict un-
der versus over parameterisation from first principles. Moreover, and less concretely the nascent days
of classical neural networkswitnessed a vast number of structures: Could one hope to determine new
classes of quantum structures that are distinct from their classical counterparts yet offermuch better
training relative to the physical constraints that are imposed on ansatze?

Tensor networks in quantum algorithms
Weare building a theory that comprehensively explain the intersection between tensor networks and
variational algorithms [16]. Ongoing research includes (i) mapping tensor contraction algorithms,
such as tensor trains [74] to quantum circuits for execution on quantum processors; (ii) utilisation
of the graphical tensor language where similarities and differences emerge in the topological struc-
ture of the tensor network describing variational algorithms; (iii) the utilisation andmerger of tensor
network methods with machine learning. More specifically we consider two fundamental questions:

(4) What is the role of entanglement in quantum approximate optimisation?

Modern quantum algorithms, such as quantum approximate optimisation, train a quantum circuit to
map a product state to a product state storing an approximate solution of interest. The intuition is
that an algorithm—while preparing a target state from an initial state (both of which has low entan-
glement)—would evolve through states with significant entanglement. Otherwise it could even be
possible to simulate each step of the algorithm using low-rank tensor network approximations.

The problem. How does multi-partite entanglement scale with depth of a variational quantum cir-
cuit? Moreover, how does entanglement relate to the Hamiltonian (and its underlying support graph)
that the circuit minimises?

Past work. Entanglement as a means enabling quantum algorithms has long been studied in quan-
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tum information science. If the lowest energy state of a quantumHamitonian acting on a line of parti-
cles satisfies an area law [75], then the state can be represented using amatrix product state. Already
for a plane of interacting particles the situation becomes more subtle: A local Hamiltonian problem
on a grid with the constraint that the ground state obeys area laws is already QMA-complete [76],
[77]. Regarding quantum approximate optimisation (QAOA, which seeks to minimise a spin glass),
Biamonte and his team found that whereas the initial and final states were not entangled, bi-partite
entanglement peaks at a depth which is approximately half the critical depth (the minimum depth
required for the QAOA circuit to produce the target state). The reason for this remains unknown.

Implication for the field. The results from this studywill enable us to carefully classify the algorithms
that may or may not be classically simulated based on the quantum circuit structure and the Hamil-
tonian that is being minimised.

(5) Expressibility of site independent matrix product states and relationship(s) to quan-
tum circuits.

Can a given quantum circuit be classically simulated? Matrix product states would provide a partial
solution to this question. A site independent matrix product state representation of a quantum state
|𝜓⟩ with periodic boundary conditions is given as

|𝜓⟩ = ∑
𝑝1,𝑝2,𝑝3,…,𝑝𝑛

Tr{𝐴𝑝1
𝐴𝑝2

𝐴𝑝3
⋯ 𝐴𝑝𝑛

} |𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3, … , 𝑝𝑛⟩ (2)

where 𝐴𝑝𝑖
with 𝑝𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} are complex, square matrices of size 𝜒 × 𝜒. Thus, each assignment of the

tuple (𝑝1, 𝑝2, , 𝑝𝑛) determines a matrix product and the amplitude of the state corresponding to the
basis vector |𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑛⟩ is given by the trace of this product.

The problem. Let |𝜙⟩ be a symmetric quantum state on the Hilbert space ℋ⊗𝑛. Determine the mini-
mal scaling of 𝜒(𝑛) to represent |𝜙⟩ in the form (2).

Past work. Perez-Garcia, Verstraete, Wolf and Cirac conjectured that 𝜒(𝑛) scales as 𝒪(𝑛 1
3 ) [78]. Fur-

ther, from [79] it follows that (𝜒)3 log(𝜒) = Ω(𝑛). Biamonte and his group has been able to obtain
site independentmatrix product state representations for families and classes of quantumstateswith
𝜒(𝑛) scaling better than existing literature.

Implications for the field. Putting bounds on the scaling of𝜒(𝑛)will allow us to distinguish between
quantum states that admit an efficient MPS representation, for example when 𝜒(𝑛) scales polynomi-
ally and hence helps us understand which quantum states can be classically simulated.

Mathematical physics of quantum algorithms

(6) Hamiltonianmonotonic locality maps problem.

Consider the Hamiltonian 𝐻 acting on 𝑛 copies of a Hilbert space ℋ. Then we express 𝐻 as a linear
combination of the basis formed by taking tensor products of the operator basis of local operators on
ℋ. We call 𝑘 the algebraic locality given by the highest non-trivial degree of any term in the linear
combination. For example, a term such as 𝐴 ⊗ 𝐵 ⊗ 𝐶 for 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 non-trivial and the identity acting
on the rest of the 𝑛 − 3 spaces, has degree three.

Problem (integrability). Classify the isospectral maps that are monotonically decreasing in 𝑘.

Consider a non-negative Hamiltonian 𝐻 with kernel 𝑆.

Problem (effective theories). Classify the isospectral maps that are monotonically decreasing in 𝑘
that preserve non-negativity and 𝑆.

Pastwork. Many results can readily be established. For example, the identity is the trivial monotonic
map. Moreover, representations of the permutation group fix 𝑘. In addition, the telescopic construc-
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tionconsiders that thenormaliserof theCliffordgrouppreserves thecardinality (thenumberof terms)
yet 𝑘 varies. In this direction, the depth of the circuit can bound 𝑘, provided it is less than the number
of subsystems 𝑛. A collection of such results is now being established by Biamonte and others. Yet
the full classification appears difficult.

Implications to the field. Stated in general terms, locality is a physical property. Yet, what transfor-
mations can maintain this property? This question also arises as barren plateau have been shown to
relate to locality. So such a fundamental result will provide new insights at the intersection of con-
densedmatter and quantum algorithms.

(7) Determining the computational complexity of the capacitive couplingmodel Hamilto-
nian.

Consider the model Hamiltonian,

𝐻 = ∑ ℎ𝑙𝑍𝑙 − ∑ Δ𝑙𝑋𝑙 + ∑ 𝐽𝑟𝑠𝑍𝑟𝑍𝑠 + ∑ 𝐾𝑟𝑠𝑌𝑟𝑌𝑠, (3)

here Δ𝑖 and 𝐾𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0. The Hamiltonian (3) has appeared in recent experimental proposals. Here 𝑋
is non-positive, 𝑌 ⊗ 𝑌 is non-negative while 𝑍 and 𝑍 ⊗ 𝑍 are sign tunable. We conjecture that the
ground state energy decision problem of (3) on a sparse lattice is QMA-complete. Hence or otherwise,
(3) represents a universal model for ground state quantum computation. However, unwanted𝑋 ⊗ 𝑋
terms arise due to qubit imperfections.

Problem. Determine the computational complexity of the ground state energy decision problem of
the Hamiltonian from Equation (3) on a sparse lattice.

Past work. Biamonte’s research showed that an inductive and capacitive couplers can in theory be
used to build a universal ground state quantum computer. Related physically relevant models might
also offer such potential.

Implications for the field. The capacitive coupling model is in principle simpler to build compared
to known universal models. Hence, the computational universality of the model (3) is of high experi-
mental relevance.
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